
Categoria: Analisti di sistema

Descrizione:

The Copenhagen Center for Health Technology (CACHET) is looking for an experienced software

architect to be responsible for the technological design and development in the center. You will have a

central role in managing the software infrastructure and technical aspects of the center’s activities.

CACHET is a strategic research partnership between the Capital Region of Denmark, the City of

Copenhagen, the Medical and Health Faculty at the University of Copenhagen, and the Technical

University of Denmark (DTU). We carry out many different research projects together with our

academic, clinical, and industrial partners.

As our Chief Software Architect, you will be the driving force behind the construction of a shared

software platform that will service a variety of different research projects, involving academic

researchers, clinicians, and patients and citizens. You will be responsible for making sure that the

center’s different projects run smoothly on a single platform, and it is therefore critical that you have a

'full stack' technical perspective on both designing, developing, and operating this technical

infrastructure.  

Your work will be part of the technological research in CACHET which is carried out at DTU. You will be

part of a team of computer science researchers, postdocs, PhD students, and programmers at DTU

Compute. You will refer directly to the director of CACHET.

Key responsibilities

overall responsibility for the software architecture design and
development of a data collection and sharing platform for mobile
and wearable health technology, including the design of application
programming interfaces (API) to be used by applications connected
to this platform

ensuring robust and secure hosting and operation at the DTU
National Life Science Supercomputing Center (DTU Computerome)

ensuring state-of-the-art agile software engineering methods,
including quality assurance, automation & continuous integration,
documentation, and version management

data management of person-sensitive data according to legal
requirements (e.g., GDPR)

support and supervision of researchers and PhD students using the
platform

incorporating international standards for medical data (e.g., IEEE,
HL7)

Currently, we are working with the following technologies, but this will evolve based on your input:

Spring Framework, Kafka, Graddle, REST, etc.

MongoDB

Java, JavaScript, Swift, Java/Android

React and React Native

Our expectations of you

We are looking for candidates with a strong background (MSc. or PhD degree) and documented

experience in one or more of the following research areas:

software engineering and software architecture

software frameworks and design patterns

distributed and cloud computing
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reactive micro-service architectures and scalable deployment

ubiquitous computing with a focus on collection and management
of mobile and wearable sensor data

mobile phone platforms

In addition, you have:

strong programming skills with a demonstrated portfolio of solid
software development experience

strong oral and written communication skills in English with a track
record of presentations, reports and/or popular dissemination

technical project management skills and the ability to lead a small
team of programmers

the ability to work well in an international academic setting with a
variety of different colleagues and partners, including the ability to
travel internationally for project meetings

What we offer in return

We offer a challenging job where you will be working on the cutting edge of technology research in an

intern

Livello di istruzione
richiesto:

Non specificato

Datore di lavoro: Danmarks Tekniske Universitet
Telefono: 25550446
Persona di contatto: Johannes Mols

ID offerta di lavoro: 4802692

Fonte: AMS, Servizi pubblici dell'occupazione, Danimarca
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